Everyone knows you go home
by Natalia Sylvester
The first time Isabel meets her father-in-law, Omar, he's already dead—as an apparition. Her husband, Martin, confesses that he never knew the old man had died. So Omar asks Isabel for the impossible: persuade Omar’s family to let him redeem himself. Isabel and Martin settle in in a border town, and Omar returns each year on the Day of the Dead. Every year Isabel listens, but to the aggrieved Martin and Elda, Omar’s spirit remains invisible. Through his visits, Isabel gains insight into not just the truth about his disappearance. When Martin’s teenage nephew crosses the Mexican border and takes refuge in Martin’s home, questions about past and future and belonging arise that may lead to forgiveness—and alter their lives forever.

The inheritance of Orquídea Divina: a novel
by Zoraida Córdova
Seven years after their matriarch Orquídea passed away, blessing them with her special gifts, the Montoya family journeys to Ecuador to uncover the truth behind their inheritance to stop a hidden figure from killing off Orquídeas line one-by-one.

Violeta: a novel
by Isabel Allende
Living out her days in a remote part of her South American homeland, Violeta finds her life shaped by some of the most important events of history as she tells her story in the form of a letter to someone she loves above all others.
Once I was you: a memoir of love and hate in a torn America
by Maria Hinojosa
The Emmy Award-winning journalist and anchor of NPRs Latino USA documents the story of immigration in America through the human lens of her family's experiences and her decades in the media.

The hacienda
by Isabel Cañas
In the aftermath of the Mexican War of Independence and the execution of her father, Beatriz accepts Don Rodolfo Solorzanos proposal of marriage and is whisked away to his remote country estate where she is faced with a malevolent presence linked to his first wife's death.

A woman of endurance: a novel
by Dahlma Llanos-Figueroa
A deeply spiritual African woman is captured and sold to a Puerto Rican plantation to breed future slaves and is almost destroyed by the dehumanization of her circumstances but embarks on a journey of healing and love.

Finding Latinx: in search of the voices redefining Latino identity
by Paola Ramos
The host of VICE's "Latin-X" examines the growing influence and power of the estimated 32.5 million Latinos in the U.S. under the age of 40 and how they are redefining Latino identity.

Velvet was the night
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
In 1970s Mexico City, Maite, a secretary with a penchant for romance novels, searches for her missing neighbor, Leonora, a beautiful art student, which leads her to an eccentric gangster who longs to escape his own life, and together, they set out to discover the dangerous truth.

The resurrection of Fulgencio Ramirez: a novel
by Rudy Ruiz
In the 1950s, young love blooms at first sight between Fulgencio Ramirez, the son of impoverished immigrants, and Carolina Mendelsohn, the local pharmacist's daughter. But as they'll soon find out, their bonds will be undone by a very powerful force. Thirty years after their first fateful encounter, Fulgencio Ramirez, is reading the local obituaries in his cramped pharmacy office. After nearly a quarter of a century of waiting, Fulgencio sees the news he's been hoping for: his nemesis, the husband of Carolina Mendelsohn, has died.

What's mine and yours: a novel
by Naima Coster
Integrated into a predominantly white high school, an anxious young Black student and a half-Latina whose mother would have her pass as white join a bridge-building school play that shapes the trajectory of their adult lives.

A taste of Latin America: culinary traditions and classic recipes from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rico & Venezuela
by Patricia Cartin
Presents Latin American recipes from ten different countries, including Argentinean empanadas, Colombian dulce de leche, and Costa Rican tamales.